Abstract. Lassa fever is an acute and sometimes severe viral hemorrhagic illness endemic in West Africa. One important question regarding Lassa fever is the duration of immunoglobulin G (IgG) antibody after infection. We were able to locate three persons who worked in Nigeria dating back to the 1940s, two of whom were integrally involved in the early outbreaks and investigations of Lassa fever in the late 1960s, including the person from whom Lassa virus was first isolated. Two persons had high titers of Lassa virus-specific IgG antibody over 40 years after infection, indicating the potential for long-term duration of these antibodies. One person was likely infected in 1952, 17 years before the first recognized outbreak. We briefly recount the fascinating stories of these three pioneers and their important contribution to our understanding of Lassa fever.

Lassa fever (LF) is an acute and sometimes severe viral hemorrhagic illness endemic in West Africa.1 The disease was first recognized in Nigeria in 1969.2 Humans contract Lassa virus (LASV) primarily through contact with contaminated excreta of the rodent Mastomys natalensis, which is the natural reservoir.1 Secondary transmission between humans occurs through direct contact with infected blood or bodily secretions.1 Nosocomial outbreaks have been described in endemic areas.1 The onset of illness of LF typically comprises non-specific signs and symptoms difficult to distinguish from many other febrile diseases. Some patients progress to severe vascular instability and multiorgan system failure, with case fatality ratios in hospitalized cases of about 20%.1 Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) is the mainstay of diagnosis.3 The immunofluorescent antibody assay may also be used, although problems of sensitivity, specificity, and subjectivity in interpretation of the test have been reported.3–5 The antiviral drug ribavirin is effective therapy, especially when given within 6 days of the onset of illness.1

Many questions remain regarding the pathogenesis and natural history of LF. One important question is the duration of IgG antibody after infection. Anecdotal reports suggest that the IgG antibody response persists for years, but few survivors of LF have been tested more than 2 years after acute disease.5,6 Knowing the duration of the antibody response is important in estimating the true incidence of infection and interpreting seroprevalence data, especially considering that a seroreversion rate of IgG antibody (i.e., from positive to negative) measured by the immunofluorescent antibody assay of 6.4% per year has been reported.7 If IgG antibody seroreversion frequently and rapidly occurs after infection, secondary infections may be mistaken for primary ones, resulting in overestimation of the rate of mild and asymptomatic disease. Indeed, existing dogma on LF is that most LASV infections are asymptomatic or result in mild illness.7 The prevalence of past infection in the community as determined by IgG antibodies could also be significantly underestimated if seroreversion occurs rapidly.

The duration of IgG antibody after a single infection is almost impossible to discern in populations living in endemic areas because reexposure to LASV can rarely be definitively ruled out. To provide insight into the duration of IgG antibody after LASV infection, we were able to locate and perform testing for LASV-specific IgG antibodies on three people who worked in Nigeria dating back to the 1940s, two of whom were integrally involved in the early outbreaks and investigations of LF in the late 1960s. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Tulane University. In addition to the scientific knowledge to be gleaned from investigation of these individuals, we found the stories of these three pioneers to be a fascinating and important contribution to science and felt that they should be presented in the scientific literature on LF. Although respect for patient confidentiality would normally preclude the use of names, the names of the persons involved in these early outbreaks of LF were widely publicized in the popular press as well as scientific literature. Furthermore, all three subjects, or their families, have provided written permission for the use of their names in this publication. A brief description of the three subjects is provided here.

(1) Subject 1 is Ms. Lily (Penny) Pinneo, who was the first documented case of LF and from whom the first LASV was isolated in 1969.2 Her story was well-documented in the scientific and popular press, including by Ms. Pinneo herself.8,9 Ms. Pinneo was infected while working as a missionary nurse in Nigeria from 1945 to 1968. He never
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returned to West Africa after leaving Nigeria. According to both Ms. Pinneo and Mr. Elyea, he was one of the missionaries who was tested and found positive for LASV IgG by complement fixation antibody testing in a study by Frame performed in 1972. Furthermore, Mr. Elyea reported having a disease consistent with LF in 1952, with fever, headache, and sore throat, and he was told by the clinicians taking care of him that he “was not going to make it.” Nevertheless, he eventually recovered to continue his work in Nigeria. Sadly, Mr. Elyea died 9 months after we conducted this study.

(3) Subject 3 is Dr. Hal White, a physician who worked at Jos Mission Hospital in Nigeria from 1968 to 1975, during which time he was involved in the investigation of numerous cases and outbreaks of LF. He returned to Nigeria for a few weeks, primarily for administrative reasons, in 1976. Dr. White denies having had LF himself, although he worked in an area and hospital where nosocomial transmission of Lassa virus was repeatedly seen; therefore, he was obviously at risk. Dr. White did have an illness consistent with dengue fever during his time in Africa.

We visited and obtained serum from Ms. Pinneo, Mr. Elyea, and Dr. White in December of 2010, approximately 42 years after Ms. Pinneo’s confirmed episode of LF and 58 years after Mr. Elyea’s febrile illness that he attributed to LASV. We tested all three subjects for LASV-specific IgG antibodies using a recombinant antigen-based ELISA assay. The antigens used were recombinant LASV (Josiah strain originally isolated from Sierra Leone) glycoproteins (GPs) and nucleoproteins (NPs) kindly provided by Dr. Erica Ollmann Saphire of the Scripps Institute, La Jolla, CA. Briefly, antigen was diluted in 0.1 M sodium bicarbonate and coated onto 96-well ELISA plates at 2 \( \mu g/mL \). After a block step, serum diluted in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM) with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 10% goat serum, and 0.5% Tween was added, followed by horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-goat anti-human IgG as the secondary antibody and tetramethyl-benzidine-peroxide substrate. Positive controls consisted of convalescent serum from three cases of LF from Sierra Leone confirmed by ELISA antigen assay. Negative controls were sera from 2 persons from Sierra Leone without histories of LF as well as 10 normal healthy persons in New Orleans without histories of LF or travel to West Africa. All steps were performed at room temperature with 1-hour incubations. Assays were run in triplicate.

We initially screened each serum sample for evidence of antibody to LASV at a single dilution of 1:300. Samples with optical densities greater than 2 SDs above the average for the negative controls (> 0.422 and 0.640 for GP and NP, respectively) were considered positive and further tested along with a negative control with threefold dilutions beginning at 1:50. Samples on this second-round ELISA were considered positive at a specific dilution if the optical density exceeded 2.5 times the normal control. In addition, because of Mr. White’s history of reported dengue fever, we tested all three subjects for IgG antibody to dengue virus serotypes 1 and 2 using an antigen capture ELISA.

Ms. Pinneo and Mr. Elyea both had strong IgG antibody responses on initial screening for LASV, with optical densities against GP of 2.469 and 1.578 and against NP of 1.320 and 2.275, respectively (Figure 1). For GP, Ms. Pinneo’s serum was positive to a dilution of 1:12,150, and Mr. Elyea’s serum was positive to a dilution of 1:4,050. Interestingly, Ms. Pinneo’s response to NP was much weaker than Mr. Elyea’s response (1:450 versus 1:4,050, respectively). Mr. White’s serum had readings well below the cutoffs for both LASV antigens (0.109 for GP and 0.305 for NP) but was positive for exposure to dengue virus (titer of 1:1,350), confirming his reported history of dengue fever. Ms. Pinneo and Mr. Elyea were negative for dengue fever (data not shown). These results confirm the
potential for long-term duration of IgG antibody against LASV (in this case, over 40 years after disease).

We recognize various limitations to our study. We cannot say whether the presence of antibodies in these persons indicates protective immunity. Immunity after LASV infection is presumed to be lifelong, a conclusion supported by studies in non-human primates, although no data are available in humans. In humans, surreptitiously noted sudden increases in IgG antibody titer have been interpreted as reinfection. We did not have access to a biosafety level 4 laboratory to perform studies with live virus as required to test for neutralizing antibody. Furthermore, the cellular response is usually considered to be the most important in LF immunity.

We cannot definitively exclude the possibility that the two antibody-positive persons were reexposed to LASV, with a consequent boost in antibody response, including its duration. However, they reported no high-risk exposures after their initial disease, and calculating from the dates of their last departures from West Africa, Mr. Elyea’s and Mr. Elyea’s last possible exposures to LASV were 25 and 42 years ago, respectively. Also, Dr. White was not exposed, despite sharing similar risks (although physicians are generally at lower risk than nurses). Subsequent exposure to arenaviruses found in the United States is theoretically possible but highly unlikely considering that human exposure to these viruses is rare, especially in persons who do not have regular contact with rodents. Lastly, because the subjects tested here were infected in Nigeria and there is significant strain variation in LASV, perhaps translating to antigenic variability, the testing would ideally use an ELISA based on antigens from Nigerian LASVs. Unfortunately, to our knowledge, no such assay exists. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to surmise that signals produced on an ELISA assay with a closer antigen–antibody match would be even stronger than those signals noted here and lead to the same conclusion.

Antibody testing of larger numbers of people over a range of years after infection would help determine the true duration of antibody to LASV after infection, but such a study could only be conducted in countries endemic for LF, where the continued possibility of reexposure would inevitably cloud interpretation, or possibly in populations that have emigrated from the endemic area. No systematic study of antibody responses and durations has been conducted for any arenavirus, and it is difficult to extrapolate from data on other virus families, for which the pathogenesis and immune response may differ greatly. Although anecdotal, our findings nevertheless shed some light on the potential for long-term antibody duration in LF. Lastly, given the prior report of Mr. Elyea’s positive antibody status, confirmed many years later by our findings, we have no reason to doubt that his illness in 1952 was LF. Assuming that he had LF, he could be considered the first confirmed case of LF; although LASV was almost certainly present in Nigeria and infected many native Africans before recognized infections in the expatriate missionary population.

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS

The potential for long-term immunoglobulin G (IgG) antibody duration after Lassa fever was shown by finding high antibody titers in two persons over 40 years after infection, one of whom was likely infected in 1952, 17 years before the first recognized outbreak.
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